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About This Game

Blade Ballet is a whirling dance of multiplayer robot destruction. Each character possesses a unique personality and special
abilities - use them to claim victory as you spin from one challenging arena to the next, battling for dominance in this action-

packed fighting game.

Blade Ballet is simple enough for anyone to pick up a controller and jump into the fray, but players must master the timing and
unique abilities of each bot to come out on top. This makes the game easily accessible to new players, while allowing for a high
skill ceiling to truly compete with your friends. Much of the Blade Ballet gameplay revolves around the innovative “blade spin”
mechanic – players control their rotation to sneak past their opponents’ defenses and secure the kill. Each arena also introduces

new game mechanics that players must incorporate into their strategies.
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Frantic duels to the death between two, three, or four players

Spinning and stabbing combat system that encourages simultaneously hectic and skillful clashes

Ten robots with unique mechanics and abilities

Nine battle arenas with challenging hazards to overcome - or use against your enemies

Three exciting modes to choose from - Robomination, Overclocked, and Blade Ball - customizable for endless
replayability

A good part of the flexibility of gameplay in Blade Ballet comes from the unique abilities of the bots. Players can choose to
master their skills with one bot by continually fine-tuning their abilities. Alternately, they can keep things fresh and chaotic by

switching up their bot picks for every match.
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Catbot: No bot is safe with this adorable deviant on the loose. Don't let that cute face fool you - she'll slice through your shields
without a second thought.

Torque: Yes, it will blend. Torque has no shields, but spins so fast in "Blender Mode" that any bot would be crazy to get within
his slicing range.

Syphon: How many swords is too many swords? Syphon steals the shields off other bots. Then he turns them into a ring of
slicing death.

Riot: This solid and imposing maneuverable bludgeon of a bot makes up for her lack of swords with spiked shields that
regenerate quickly over time.

Nix: Uses teleportation to effortlessly and mysteriously phase through enemies and line up the perfect attack. Commits fully to
each new location - if he goes off a ledge, there's no turning back.

Trigger: Hectic and unstable. Lives for mayhem. She loves nothing better than to sling powerful bombs across the stage,
wrecking everything in sight. Is not immune to self-destruction.

Ruckus: Powerful wrecking ball sweeps away all opposition. She uses a mace to reposition other bots at will. A mace-punch to
another bot's face is particularly effective in combat.
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Vanguard: This chivalrous, noble bot has strong ties to a bodyguard origin. Armored and heavy, with a blazing charge. Slow-
turning, but he makes up for it with a long reach.

DropJaw: Don't get too close to this bot unless you want to be laid low by a stunningly disruptive shockwave. His typical combo
includes jump into Ground Pound, finishing off with the stab of a sword.

STEVe: STEVe was never meant to battle in the Blade Ballet arena, but he gives it a good shot. The difficulty of mastering the
strafe and powerful lunge makes every landed hit worth celebrating.

Want to learn more? Check out the Meet the Bots page on our site.

Our goal is to keep gameplay interesting by having players navigate hazardous stages while dueling to the death. We've come up
with a variety of artistically, mechanically, and thematically interesting arenas for bots to battle across.
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Thanks for checking out the game. Love to hear what you think!

https://sketchfab.com/models/7662886ab28740638ff0d63ffac1f2d9
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best fighting game, mortal kombat is my little pony compared to the savagery of this amazing title 11\/10 should be $60. I don't
want to waste a lot of time reviewing this turd, but here goes.

I'd call myself a veteran of Farming Sim Games. I've had several YouTube series on Giants Software's Farming Simulator 2013
and 15 series, as well as Professional Farmer 2014 and Farm Expert 2015.

Professional Farmer 2017 feels like it should be a predecessor to Professional Farmer 2014 and feels like it should have come
out in 2008, not 2016. Honestly, how can you make a farming game that is actually worse than Professional Farmer 2014?? I
mean, come on? I slightly enjoyed Pro Farmer 2014, but 2017 is an embarassment.

I'm going to play a bit longer, but right now I can't see a light at the end of the tunnel which will make this game likable.

If you are expecting an experience equal to or better than Farming Simulator 2013 or Farming Simulator 15 but from a different
company, THIS GAME IS NOT IT!

As a YouTuber and as your friend, I DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS GAME IN ANY WAY AT THIS TIME!

Spend your money on something better.. Game its self isn't bad. Mechanics are decent, and visual are surprisingly great. The
problem with it is the amount of content. There are two modes, practice and play (practice but timed). There is nothing other
than throwing at still targets. No pass rush, no receivers, no plays or defense. As a huge football fan I wish I could enjoy the
game and give it a positive review, but in its current state I can not.

Edit: I should mention, the game would be worth around $5 max, I would reccomend the game around that price. But with the
game currently being $20...its a hard sell. I liked the first 3\/4 but in the last 1\/4, it isn't a puzzle game anymore. Even if you
know how to complete the level, it's hard to do it because of the timing needed.. I am constantly fighting the camera in this
game, a fixed camera is ideal for a game where I need to focus on the patterns and not if I can SEE them at all. You're better off
playing the disappearance of gensokyo or scarlet curiosity than this.
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HAHAHAHA horror Game! If you want it to laugh at it, amazing, other than that...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3eHPYww7J-s&t=1s. Not bad at all, but could be a lot better. Can be bought at a good price
during sales.. Well, it is first review on the first release; only seven cases are open for the gamers.

The game has nice pixel graphics, not best, but cute enough. I like pixels, that is my cybercrime :)

I think that the game is too much incomplete for the current moment, more than expected for release. There are a lot of sad
random bugs with user interface (application crashes on in-game windows closing). Internal notepad is useless, too small, no text
editing, cannot save notes between cases. I filled three A4 pages with my pencil. Therefore, notepad can be removed and
nobody will care.

I know that the game is really small. But, I thought, that text game should have more scenarios, more random events (not only
for IP addresses, but for all locations and numbers), more logic traps and so on. Currently we have only three basic hardcoded
endings for each case. I have tried to find all, but think that some cases have less than three. I crossed my fingers and trying to
hope that more things will be added on Feb 2, not only additional cases.

Anyway I want to recommend it for pixel and hack game lovers.

Thanks.. game waste of money..laggy service and no one playing...always play alone. Really easy going game, good nostalgic
feeling from DX ball. Worth the cents.. Lost my hand, killed my entire unit then died after one of my allies killed me and my
gimped super robot
10/10 would play again
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